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1. Introduction
Consider the differential delay equation
x* (t)=&+x(t)&f (x(t&:)), (1.1)
where +0 and :>0 are constants, f : R  R is a continuous function
satisfying f (0)=0. The existence of periodic solutions of (1.1) has been dis-
cussed in many papers, for example, [3, 8, 9, 11, 14] and the references in
[11]. But, only Nussbaum [13] has presented a result on the global
uniqueness of slowly oscillating periodic solution (see definition in 92) by
assuming +=0, f being odd and some other conditions. In this paper, we
will present a result on the uniqueness of slowly oscillating periodic solu-
tion of (1.1) without assuming +=0 and f being odd.
To work on the uniqueness, we study the orbits of slowly oscillating
periodic solutions in the phase plane (x(t), x* (t)). These orbits (in R2) are
proved to be simple closed curves around the origin of the plane. Rescaling
x by x* in (1.1), we will study the equation
x* (t)= &+x(t)&* f \1* x(t&:)+ , (*>0). (1.2)
In order to show the uniqueness, we study the variation of orbits of slowly
oscillating periodic solutions of (1.2) as both * and : increase. Let 1(:, *)
be an orbit of slowly oscillating periodic solution of (1.2) in R2. We will
show in 94 that if :2:1>0 and *2>*1>0 such that 1(:2 , *2) and
1(:1 , *1) exist, then 1(:2 , *2) is in the exterior of 1(:1 , *1). The unique-
ness of slowly oscillating periodic solution of (1.1) is followed as a conse-
quence. Examples for the uniqueness are presented at the end of the paper.
A problem related to the uniqueness is the stability of periodic solution
of (1.1). Chow and Walther [4] have presented some results about
the stability when +=0 and f is odd. We should point out that the
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monotonicity of the nonlinearity (that is, (i) of (H)) cannot ensure
the uniqueness of slowly oscillating periodic solution of (1.1). In fact, one
can construct an equation which satisfies (i) of (H) and has as many slowly
oscillating periodic solutions as one wants, see our previous paper [2].
2. Main Results
Definition 1. A periodic solution x of (1.1) with period q is called a
slowly oscillating periodic solution (briefly, SOP-solution) if there exists
p>: such that q&p>: and
x(t)>0 for t # (0, p) and x(t)<0 for t # ( p, q). (2.1)
In this paper we need following assumption for the function f in (1.1).
(H) Suppose f (0)=0. Assume there exist a>0, b>0 (finite or
infinite) such that
(i) f (x) is C1 and f $(x)>0 for all x # (&a, b), f $(0)>+0.
(ii) h(x)=xf $(x)f (x)<1 is monotone decreasing in x # (0, b) and
monotone increasing in x # (&a, 0).
Theorem 1. Assume that (H) is satisfied for some a>0 and b>0.
Define :0=&?(2 f $(0)), when +=0; or define :0 by
cos \=&( f $(0)+)&1, \ # \?2 , ?+ and :0=\+&1(( f $(0)+)2&1)&1,
(2.2)
when +>0. Then, for each :>:0 there exists at most one SOP-solution of
(1.1) satisfying &a<x(t)<b for all t; for ::0 there is no such SOP-solu-
tion of (1.1). Further, if x is a SOP-solution of (1.1) satisfying &a<x(t)<b
for all t and 1(:)=[(x(t), x* (t)): t # R] is the orbit of x in R2, then 1 is a
simple closed curve (Jordan curve) around the origin. Furthermore, 1(:1) is
in the closure of exterior of the orbit 1(:2) whenever :2>:1 such that 1(:1)
and 1(:2) exist.
Corollary 1. Suppose (H) is satisfied for some a>0 and b>0.
Assume +=1 and define f (x)=&f (x) for &b<x<a. Assume that there
exists a subinterval [&a , b ] of (&a, b) such that lim supn  + f n(I )
[&a , b ] for any compact subinterval I of (&a, b), where f n is the iteration
of f . If :0 is defined by (2.2), then there exists no SOP-solution of (1.1) when
: is in (0, :0] and there exists a unique SOP-solution of (1.1) for each
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:>:0 . Finally, if 1(:) (:>:0) is the orbit of the SOP-solution of (1.1) in
R2, then 1(:1) is in the closure of the exterior of the orbit 1(:2) whenever
:2>:1>:0 .
Corollary 2. Suppose that (H) is satisfied for a=b=+ and f is
bounded below. Assume that +=0 and :0=&?(2 f $(0)), then there exists no
SOP-solution of (1.1) when : in (0, :0] and there exists a unique SOP-solu-
tion of (1.1) for each :>:0 . Finally, if 1(:) (:>:0) is the orbit of the SOP-
solution of (1.1) in R2, then 1(:1) is in the exterior of the orbit 1(:2) whenever
:2>:1>:0 .
Remark 1. In [13], Nussbaum has considered the equation
x* (t)=&f (x(t&:)) (2.3)
and has proved a uniqueness result of SOP-solution of (2.3) under the
assumptions (a) f is an odd function and satisfies (i) of (H) (of course,
a=b), (b) f $(x) is monotone decreasing in x # (0, b), (c) f (x)x is strictly
decreasing in x # (0, b). Notice that, under the assumption (a), (c) is
roughly equivalent to h(x)<1 for all x in (&a, 0) or (0, b), since
( f (x)x)$=(h(x)&1) f (x)x2 for x{0. (2.4)
We shall point out that, in our proof of the uniqueness, it is not clear
whether or not the result of Corollary 2 stands when we replace (ii) of (H)
by Nussbaum’s condition (b) and (c) (adding similar conditions for
x # (&a, 0)).
Remark 2. Nussbaum’s assumptions (b) and (c) are equivalent to the
assumption that f $(x) is monotone decreasing in x # (0, b) and f $(x)<f $(0)
for all x # (0, b). The proof is a matter of calculus. As it is demonstrated by
Nussbaum in [13] that, when the condition f $(x)<f $(0) fails (i.e. f (x)x
is not strictly decreasing for x # (0, b)), there are examples for non-
uniqueness.
3. The Orbits of SOP-Solutions
In this section, we will review some results on SOP-solutions of (1.1)
presented by MalletParet and Nussbaum [11]. With some additional
works, we will indicate that the orbits of SOP-solutions in R2 are simple
closed curves around the origin and the derivatives of the SOP-solutions
are also slowly oscillating. The equation considered in [11] is in the
following form:
y* (t)=&*y(t)+*f ( y(t&1)), (3.1)
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where *>0, f is (at least) continuous and f (0)=0. If rescaling the time by
t*, one can write (3.1) as
y* (t)=&y(t)+f ( y(t&*)). (3.1)
Lemma 1 [[11], Corollary 1.1]. Suppose that I is a closed interval
such that f (I)=I and lim supn  + f n(I )I for any compact subinter-
val I of R, where f n is the iteration of f . If y is a SOP-solution of (3.1), then
y(t) # int(I), the interior of I , for all t.
Lemma 2 [[11, Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.3]. Suppose that A and B
are positive numbers and f : [&B, A]  R is a continuous function such that
xf (x)<0 if x # [&B, A] and x{0.
Suppose further that there are positive numbers cA and dB and a con-
stant #>1 such that
(1) f $(x)<0 for all x in (&d, c),
(2) f (x)c if &Bx&d, and f (x)&d if cxA and
(3) | f ( f (x))|# |x| whenever &dxc and f (x) # [&B, A].
If y is a SOP-solution for (3.1) of period q satisfying y(t) # [&d, c] for
all t, then there exist t1 # (0, p) and t2 # ( p, q) such that x* (t)>0 for
t1 # [0, t1) _ (t2 , q] and x* (t)<0 for t # (t1 , t2), where p is as in Definition 1.
Proof. The only thing we need to point out is that the assumption
&dy(t)c for all t implies t1=_1={1 and t2=_2={2 in Remark 3.3 of
[11]see Definition 3.1 in [11] for the definitions of _1 , {1 , _2 and {2 .
Assume (H) is satisfied and suppose that x is a SOP-solution of (1.1).
Let
[x(t): t # R]=[&d, c]/(&a, b) (3.2)
for some positive constants c and d. Choose any positive numbers A and
B such that &a<&B<&d and c<A<b. If + in (1.1) is not zero and
&f (A) x>A
f (x)={&f (x) &BxA (3.3)&f (&B) x<&B,
then y(t)=x(:t) is a SOP-solution of (3.1) for *=+:>0.
Corollary 3. Suppose that (H) is satisfied for some a and b. If x is
a SOP-solution for (1.1) of period q satisfying x(t) # (&a, b) for all t,
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then there exist t1 # (0, p) and t2 # ( p, q) such that x* (t)>0 for
t1 # [0, t1) _ (t2 , q] and x* (t)<0 for t # (t1 , t2), where p is as in Definition 1.
Consequently, the orbit of x in R2 is a simple closed curve (Jordan curve)
around the origin.
Proof. If +=0, then it is obvious that t1=: and t2=p+:. For +>0,
let y(t)=x(:t), [&c, b] and f be defined in (3.2) and (3.3). We want to
verify the conditions needed in Lemma 2. By the definition of f , there exists
an interval I=[&a*, b*] such that
f ([&a*, b*])=[&a*, b*] and lim sup
n  +
f n(I )[&a*, b*] (3.5)
for any compact interval I. It follows from Lemma 1 that [&d, c]/
(&a*, b*). Consequently, from (2.4) and the definitions of f and I , it
follows that there exists #<1 such that | f ( f (x))|# for all x # [&d, c].
Since &d=y(t1) and c=y(t2) for some t1 and t2 are extrema of y, (3.1)
implies c=f ( y(t1&:)) and &d=f ( y(t2&:)). Of course, y(t1&:) and
y(t2&:) are in [&d, c]. By the monotonicity of f , the condition (2) in
Lemma 2 is satisfied. The proof is completed.
Lemma 3. Suppose that (H) is satisfied for some a and b. If x is a SOP-
solution for (1.1) of period q satisfying x(t) # (&a, b) for all t, then y(t)=
x* (t) is slowly oscillating, that is, t1 and t2 in Corollary 3 satisfy t2&t1>:
and t1+q&t2>:.
Proof. If y(t)=x* (t), then y satisfies y* (t)=&+y(t)+f $(x(t&:)) y(t&:).
Let V( y, t) be the discrete Lyapunov function defined by Definition 1.2 in
[1] as a measure of oscillation of y on interval [t&:, t]. Since y is
periodic and has only two zeros in the interval [0, q] (q>2:), it follows
from Theorem 1.5 of [1] that V( y, t) is constant in t and, therefore,
V( y, t)=1 for all t, that is, y has at most one zero on each interval
[t&:, t]. Consequently, the zeros t1 and t2 of y in Lemma 4 satisfy
t2&t1>: and t1+q&t2>:.
4. Variation of Orbits
In this section, we will study the variation of orbits of SOP-solution for
(1.2) as the parameters * and : change. Before presenting next theorem, we
need following discussion used in the proof of the theorem. Suppose that
x is a SOP-solution of (1.1) of period q and x* is slowly oscillating. Let 1
be the orbit of x in R2. Let l=l(%), % # I=[&32 ?,
1
2 ?), be the ray from the
origin of R2 and have the angle %. Parametrize 1 for t in D=[0, q). (The
domain D can be shifted by nq for any integer n and the discussion below
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is still valid.) If, for every %, the ray l(%) intersects 1 at one point, say,
corresponding to t=(%), then it is easy to see that (%) is continuous and
strictly decreasing in % # I. Generally, it is not clear if 1 has such star-shape
property. However, the monotonicity is preserved if the corresponding
t # D to the intersection 1 & l(%) is chosen to be the smallest one or the
largest one. For every % # I, define

*
(%)=inf[t # D: (x(t), x* (t)) # 1 & l(%)] (4.1)
and
*(%)=sup[t # D: (x(t), x* (t)) # 1 & l(%)]. (4.2)
Since 1 is a simple closed curve around the origin, 
*
(%) and *(%) are
well defined and it is easy to verify that they are strictly decreasing in % # I.
Theorem 2. Suppose f satisfies (H) for some a>0 and b>0. Let x be
a SOP-solution of (1.2) for some (:, *) satisfying &*a<x(t)<*b for all t,
and let 1(:, *) be the orbit of x in R2. If, for some :2:1>0 and
*2>*1>0, 1 (:1 , *1) and 1 (:2 , *2) exist, then 1 (:2 , *2) is in the exterior of
1(:1 , *1).
Proof. We will accomplish the proof by showing two contradictory
claims.
Let xi (i=1, 2) be the SOP-solutions of (1.2) corresponding to
1i=1(:i , *i). Since the orbits of SOP-solutions of (1.2) in R2 are simple
closed curves around the origin, if 12 is not totally in the exterior of 11 ,
then there exists the largest number \1 that 10=[(\x2(t), \x* 2(t)): t # R]
is not in the exterior of 11 . Let
*0=\*2 , :0=:2 and x0(t)=\x* 2(t) for t # R. (4.2)
It is clear that x0 is a SOP-solution of (1.2) for (:, *)=(:0 , *0) and the
orbit of x0 is 10 . Of course, 11 and 10 have (at least) a tangent point, say,
(x0(t0), x* 0(t0))=(x1(t1), x* 1(t1)). (4.3)
Claim (A). x* 0(t0)=x* 1(t1) in (4.3) cannot be zero.
Proof. Assume x* 0(t0)=x* 1(t1)=0. By Corollary 3 the assumption
implies x0(t0)=x1(t1){0, say,
x0(t0)=x1(t1)=c>0 (4.4)
(the treatment for c<0 is similar). By Lemma 3 and (4.4) the assumption
together with Definition 1 also implies
x* i (t)>0 for t # [ti&:i , ti), i=0, 1. (4.5)
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It follows from (1.2), (4.3) and (4.4) that
x1(t1&:1)=d1x(t0&:0)=d00 (4.6)
for some d1 and d0 (similar to (4.15)). Consider the arcs 0i=
[(xi (t), x* i (t)): t # [ti&:i , ti]], i=0, 1, in the phase plane R2. By (4.5) 00
and 01 are in the upper half of R2, and 00 is above 01 since 10 is outside
11 . By (4.4)(4.6) 0i can be expressed by
0i=[(x, .i (x)): x # [di , c]], i=0, 1, (4.7)
where .i (x)=x* i (ti (x)) and ti (x) is the inverse of x=xi (t) for
t # [ti&:i , ti]. Since 00 is above 01 in the upper half of R2, it follows that
.0(x).1(x)>0 for all x # [di , c). (4.8)
We know that xi (t) satisfies the differential equation x* =.i (x) for
t # [ti&:i , ti]. Therefore, (4.4), (4.6) and (4.8) imply :1:0 , where the
equality is true only if the equality in (4.8) holds for all x # [d, c). Conse-
quently, :1=:0 and the equality in (4.8) holds since, on the other hand,
:1:2=:0 by the assumption. The equality in (4.8) implies x1(t1+t)=
x0(t0+t) for all t # [&:1 , 0]. By the uniqueness of solution of (1.2) and
the definition of SOP-solution, we have x1(t)=x0(t) for all t and, conse-
quently, (:1 , *1)=(:0 , *0) since f is nonlinear by (H). It is contradict to
the assumption *0*2>*1 and the proof is completed.
Claim (B). x* 0(t0)=x* 1(t1) in (3.2) cannot be non-zero.
Proof. Let x0(t0)=x1(t1)=c in (3.2). If x* 0(t0)=x* 0(t1){0 in (3.2), then
the parametrized curves (xi (t), x* i (t)) (i=0, 1) can be expressed locally by
(x, .i (x)) for x near c (i=0, 1), where .i (x)=x* i (ti (x)) and ti (x) is the
inverse of x=xi (t) for (t, x) near (ti, c). At the tangent point of 10 and 11
as in (4.3), we have
.0(c)=.1(c), .$0(x)|x=c=.$1(x)|x=c . (4.9)
By definition of .i and the equality x* 0(t0)=x* 1(t1) in (4.3), the second
equality in (4.9) implies x 0(t0)=x 1(t1), where ti=ti (c) (i=0, 1). Thus, by
(1.2) and (4.3) we have
*0 f \ 1*0 x0(t0&:0)+=*1 f \
1
*1
x1(t1&:1)+ , (4.10)
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and
f $ \ 1*0 x0(t0&:0)+ x* 0(t0&:0)=f $ \
1
*1
x1(t1&:1)+ x* 1(t1&:1). (4.11)
If x1(t1&:1)=x0(t0&:0)=0, then (4.11) implies
(x1(t1&:1), x* 1(t1&:1))=(x0(t0&:0), x* 0(t0&:0)) (4.12)
and we can replace (4.3) by (4.12). In this case, x1(t1&2:1) and
x0(t0&2:0) are not zero by the definition of SOP-solution. Therefore, we
can assume, without loss of generality, that x1(t1&:1) and x0(t0&:0) are
not zero (they have the same sign by (4.10)), say,
x1(t1&:1)>0 and x0(t0&:0)>0 (4.13)
for certainty (the treatment for xi (ti&:i)<0 (i=0, 1) is similar). Combin-
ing (4.10) with (4.11), we have
h \ 1*0 x0(t0&:0)+ x* 0(t0&:0)x0(t0&:0)
=h \ 1*1 x1(t1&:1)+ x* 1(t1&:1)x1(t1&:1), (4.14)
where h(x)=xf $(x)f (x) is as in (H). It follows from (H) and f $(x)>0 that
d
d* _*f \
1
*
x+&=f \1* x+_1&h \
1
*
x+&>0 for x{0.
Thus, (4.10) and (4.13) together with *0>*1>0 imply
0<x0(t0&:0)<x1(t1&:1), (4.15)
and (4.15) and (H) imply
0<h \ 1*1 x1(t1&:1)+h \
1
*0
x0(t0&*0)+. (4.16)
Consequently, (4.14) yields three possibilities:
x* 1(t1&:1)=x* 0(t0&:0)=0 (4.17)
or
0<
x* 0(t0&:0)
x0(t0&:0)

x* 1(t1&:1)
x1(t1&:1)
or
x* 1(t1&:1)
x1(t1&:1)

x* 0(t0&:0)
x0(t0&:0)
<0. (4.18)
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Fig. 1
Recall the discussion before the theorem. Let ni be an integer such that
(ni&1) qti<niq and define Di=[(ni&1) q, niq) for i=0, 1. Let l=l(%)
be the ray from the origin of R2 and of the angle % # I=[&32 ?,
1
2 ?). If %i
is in I such that li=l(%i) through the point (xi (ti&:i), x* i (ti&:i)), i=0, 1,
then (4.18) and (4.13) imply
|%0||%1|< 12 ? and %1%0>0. (4.19)
Let 
*
(%) and *(%) be defined as in (4.1) and (4.2) for x0(t) and for t in
D0. By the choice of \, for any % # I, the intersection 10 & l(%) is not closer
to the origin than the intersection 11 & l(%). Consequently, (4.19) implies
x0(t*)x1(t1&:1)>0, (4.20)
where t*=
*
(%1) or *(%1). By the monotonicity of *(%) and *(%), it
follows from the choice of %0 that (see Fig. 1)
t0&:0*(%0)*(%1) if %1>%0>0 (4.21)
or
t0&:0*(%0)*(%1) if %1<%0<0. (4.22)
Notice that, when (x0(t), x* 0(t)) is in the upper half of (x, x* )-plane, x0(t) is
increasing; when it is in the lower half of the plane, x0(t) is decreasing.
Therefore, each of (4.21) and (4.22) implies x0(t0&:0)x0(t*), where
t*=
*
(%1) or *(%1), respectively. Consequently, if (4.18) is true, then it
follows from (4.20) that
x0(t0&:0)x1(t1&:1)>0. (4.23)
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On the other hand, if (4.17) is true instead, then (4.23) is also true because
10 is outside of 11 . But (4.23) is contradict to (4.15). The proof is com-
pleted.
Corollary 4. Suppose f satisfies (H) for some a>0 and b>0. For
i=1, 2, let xi be a SOP-solution of (1.3) with :=:i and satisfy
&a<xi (t)<b for all t, where :2:1>0. If 1i=[(xi (t), x* i (t)): t # R]
(i=1, 2) are two orbits in the phase plane, then 1i (i=1, 2) are simple closed
curves around the origin and 12 is in the closure of the exterior of 11 .
Proof. If 12 is not in the closure of the exterior of 11 , then there exists
\>1 such that 10=[(\x2(t), \x* 2(t)): t # R] is not in the exterior of 11 .
Since x0(t)=\x2(t) is a SOP-solution of (1.2) for (\+, :2), it is contradict
to Theorem 2. The proof is completed.
5. Proof of Main Results and Examples
Proof of Theorem 1. Uniqueness: If for some :>0, there are two dif-
ferent SOP-solutions x1 and x2 of (1.1). Let 11 and 12 be the orbits of x1
and x2 in R2, respectively. Since 11 and 12 are simple closed curves around
the origin and are not identical, there exists \>1 such that either the orbit
of y1=\x1 is not in the exterior of the orbit of x2 or the orbit of y2=\x2
is not in the exterior of the orbit of x1 (or both). Each of above cases is
contradict to Theorem 2, since y1 and x2 (or y2 and x1) are SOP-solutions
of (1.2) for (:, *)=(:, \) and (:, 1), respectively.
Non-Existence: By (i) of (H), there exists a Hopf bifurcation of SOP-
solution for (1.1) at :=:0 (see, for example, [12] or see Hale [10] for
general Hopf bifurcation). Thus, there exist a sequence [:n]+n=1 with
:n  :0 as n  + and SOP-solution yn of (1.1) for :=:n with
supt | yn(t)|  0 as n  +. Suppose that there exists a SOP-solution x of
(1.1) for some : # (0, :0). Since the orbit of x in R2 is a simple closed curve
around the origin by Corollary 3, there exists an positive integer m such
that :m: and the orbit of ym is in the interior of the orbit of x , which
is contradict to Corollary 4. Therefore, there is no SOP-solution of (1.1)
for : # (0, :0). Now, one can see that :n: for all n. Similar to the case
: # (0, :0), now one can show that there is no SOP-solution of (1.1) for
:=:0 .
The variation of the orbits of SOP-solutions of (1.1) follows Corollary 4.
The proof is completed.
Proof of Corollary 1. The existence of SOP-solutions for each :>:0
can be found in [11]. Others follow Theorem 1.
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Proof of Corollary 2. The existence of SOP-solution for each :>:0 can
be found, for example, in [8]. Others follow Theorem 1.
Example 1. The following equation has been used in the study of an
optically bistable device, see, for example, [5] and [6]:
x* (t)= &x(t)&+1 sin(+2 x(t&:)), (5.1)
where +1 , +2 and : are positive contants. According to Theorem 1 and
Corollary 1, we have following results for (5.1)
Corollary 5. (i) When +1+21, there are no SOP-solutions of (5.1).
(ii) When 1<+1+2?2, there are no SOP-solutions of (5.1) if
::0 , where :0 is defined as follows
cos \=(+1+2)&1, \ # \?2 , ?+ and :0=\((+1+2)2&1)&1; (5.2)
there exists a unique SOP-solution of (5.1) if :>:0 . The SOP-solution x of
(5.1), if exists, satisfies &?1+2<x(t)<?2+2 for all t.
(iii) When +1+2>?2, there are no SOP-solutions of (5.1) satisfying
&?2+2<x(t)<?2+2 for all t if ::0 , there is at most one such SOP-solu-
tion of (5.1) if :>:0 .
Proof. (i) In this case, I=[0] in Lemma 1, therefore, there is no
SOP-solutions.
(ii) In this case, I (&?2+2, ?2+2) and h(x)=+2xtan(+2x)
satisfies (ii) of (H) for a=b=?2+2 . Applying Corollary 2, we have shown
the result.
(iii) Use Theorem 1. Note I #(&?2+2, ?2+2) in this case.
Example 2. For 0+<1 and :>0, consider the equation
y* (t)=&+y(t)&tanh( y(t&:)). (5.3)
If +=0, then the transformation x(t)=tanh( y(:t)) changes (5.3) into
x* (t)=&:x(t&1)(x2(t)&1), (5.4)
which was studied by G. S. Jones [7]. The uniqueness of SOP-solution of
(5.4) has been proved by Nussbaum [13]. For 0+<1, if f ( y)=
: tanh( y), it is easy to verify that h( y)=xsinh(x) satisfies the condition
(ii) of (H) on (&, +). Therefore, the results of Corollary 1 are valid
for (5.3).
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